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DISTINGUISHED SUBFIELDS

BY

JAMES K. DEVENEY AND JOHN N. MORDESON1

Abstract. Let L be a finitely generated nonalgebraic extension of a field K of

characteristic p =£ 0. A maximal separable extension D of K in L is distinguished if

L Q Kp \D) for some n. Let d be the transcendence degree of L over K. If every

maximal separable extension of K in L is distinguished, then every set of d

relatively /»-independent elements is a separating transcendence basis for a dis-

tinguished subfield. Conversely, if K(LP) is separable over K, this condition is also

sufficient. A number of properties of such fields are determined and examples are

presented illustrating the results.

0. Introduction. Let L be a finitely generated extension of a field K of character-

istic p =£ 0. If L is algebraic over K, then there is a unique intermediate field D

such that D is separable over K and L is purely inseparable over D. If L is not

algebraic over K, there will still be maximal separable extensions S of K in L and L

will necessarily be purely inseparable finite dimensional over any such subfield S.

However, in general S is far more being unique. If ps is the minimum of the

degrees [L: S], s is called the order of inseparability of L/K (inor(L/K)). In [5],

Dieudonne studied such maximal separable extensions and established that there

must be an S such that L Q Kp °°(S), that is, L can be obtained from S by

adjoiningp"th roots of elements of K. Such a field S is called distinguished. In [7],

Kraft established that the distinguished maximal separable intermediate fields are

precisely those over which L is of minimal degree. In this paper we examine the

question of when every maximal separable intermediate field is distinguished, a

property which holds for algebraic extensions.

If n is the least nonnegative integer such that K(LP") is separable over K, n is

called the inseparability exponent, inex(L/Ä'). Throughout this paper n will be

used to denote inex(L//¡T) and d will denote the transcendence degree of L/K. If

D is distinguished for L/K, then /:(//") = K{DP") and hence L C Kp-"(D).

Thus, if Y is a relative /»-basis of D over K, Y is relatively /»-independent in L over

K. Since D is separable over K, Yp" is a relative/7-basis of K(DP"), i.e. K{LP"), over

K{DP"*\ Thus D is of the form K(LP")(Y). We also note that if S/K is separable

and L/S is purely inseparable, S is a maximal separable subfield of L/K if and

only if Lp n S C K(SP) [3, Lemma 1.2, p. 46]. L is modular over K if and only if

Lp   and K are linearly disjoint for all r. If L/K is finite dimensional purely
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inseparable, L/K is modular if and only if it is a tensor product of simple

extensions [11].

Now suppose the order of inseparability of L/K is s. Any intermediate field L,

of L/K which also has order of inseparability s will be called a form of L/K. In [4,

Theorem 1.4, p. 657] it is shown that there exists a unique minimal intermediate

field L* of L/K which is a form of L/K. The field L* is called the irreducible

form of L/K and L*/K is called the irreducible. For example, if P is a perfect

field and {x, u, v} is algebraically independent over P, let K = P(up, vp) and

L = K(x, uxp + v). Then K(x) is distinguished, K{uxp + v) is maximal separable

but not distinguished and K(xp, uxp + v) is a form of L/K (and in fact is the

irreducible form).

In §1 we develop necessary conditions for every maximal separable subfield of

L/K to be distinguished. Theorem 4 establishes the condition that every set of d

relatively /^-independent elements must be a separating transcendence basis for a

distinguished subfield. Extensions with this property are then shown to be separa-

ble algebraic extensions of irreducible extensions (Theorem 5). In particular, any

set of d relatively /»-independent elements must be algebraically independent over

K, a property similar to the characterizing property of a separable extension that

the elements of any relative /»-basis must be algebraically independent [8, Theorem

11, p. 281].

§11 deals exclusively with the inseparability exponent 1 case. It is shown that

every maximal separable subfield is distinguished if and only if every set of d

relatively /»-independent elements is a separating transcendence basis for a dis-

tinguished subfield. Moreover, if L/K has the property, so does any intermediate

field Lt/K. §111 presents examples having the property and indicating why it is

necessary to restrict the results of §11 to exponent 1. §IV develops criteria which

force those L/K having every maximal separable subfield distinguished to be of

exponent less than or equal to 1. In fact, we conjecture that this must always be

true (in the nonalgebraic case).

I. Necessary conditions.

Theorem 1. If every maximal separable intermediate field of L/ K is distinguished,

then Kp~\Lp) n L = K(LP) for i = 0, 1,_

Proof. The proof is by induction on i. The conclusion is immediate for /' = 0.

Assume the result for 0 < / < n. Suppose 9 E KP~\LP'+') n L\ K(LP'*') and 9 is

transcendental over K. Now 9 G KP~"(LP) n L = K(L"). Since K(9)/K is sep-

arable, 9 is in a maximal separable intermediate field of L/K, say S. We show 9 is

not in any distinguished intermediate field and hence S is not distinguished, a

contradiction. Suppose 9 G D, a distinguished intermediate field. Then

defln K{Lp') G (D ®* l) n {k(dp) ®k Kp") = K(DP).

Now D = K(LP")(Y) where Y is relatively /»-independent in L/K and Yp" is a

relative/»-basis of K(LP")/ K. Thus

9 E K(Lp")(Yp) £ K(Lp"')(Y").
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Now Yp' is relatively /»-independent in K(LP')/K and since 9 £ K{Lp * ), there

exists>> G Y such that 9 £ K(LP'+)(YP' \ {yp'}). Thus

yp' S K(Lp^){Yp'\{y"'},9).

Note that

9 g K(Lp) n kp'"(lp'*') c(a:"""®kk(dp')) n (a:'"&>*k(dp'*1))

= Kp"*' ®K K(DP'+)

and thus 9'"' G K(DP"+') = K{Lp"+\ Hence

j>'" G ÂT(Z/"+')( y" \ {;>*"}, 0'"") = K(Lp"*)( Yp" \ {y»"}),

which contradicts the relative /^-independence of Yp" in K(LP")/K. Now suppose 9

is algebraic over K. Let / G K(LP' ) be transcendental over K. Then 9 + t 6

if "(//'* ) n ¿ \ K(LP* ) and is transcendental over AT. However, this case has

been shown to be impossible.

Now assume KP~\LP) n L = K(LP) for i > n and let 9 G KP~"(LP'*') n ¿.

Then 0 G KP"(LP) n L = K(Lp). Thus

0 G JP,~"(Z/+') n *(//) = (Kp" ®K K(LP'*)) n (l ®K K(Lp))

= K(L"'*)

since Kp" ®K K(LP) is a field. Thus KP~\LP'*') n L = K{L"'+\

Corollary 2. // KP~\LP') n L = K(LP), for i = 0, I, ... , then

Kp~\Kp'{LpJ*')) n *(l/) = AT(Z/+'), /or / = 0, 1, . . . , for any j, hence #(//)

also has the necessary condition.

Proof. Kp'\Kp'{Lp'*')) n #(//) = JP,~"(l/*') n *(!/) C A*~"(lO n L
= KiL"1*). Clearly »(l/*') ç Kr~m(K?\l/*% n *(l/). Although #(1/) will

be of inseparable exponent less than that oi L/ K, clearly AYL^) has the necessary

condition.

Proposition 3. Let K be the algebraic closure of K in L. If every maximal

separable intermediate field of L/K is distinguished, then K/K is separable.

Proof. Let S be the maximal separable intermediate field of K/ K and let D be a

maximal separable intermediate field of L/S. Since any maximal separable inter-

mediate field of L/K must contain S, D is maximal separable for L/K, whence

distinguished for L/K and L/S. Thus by Theorem 1, Sp~' n L Ç SP~\LP") n L

= S{LP"), and since S(LP")/S is separable, Sp~' n L = S. Thus S = K.

Theorem 4. Assume every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is dis-

tinguished. Then every set of d relatively p-independent elements is a separating

transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield.

Proof. We use induction on d. Assume d = 1 and let x be relatively /»-indepen-

dent. Since K/K is separable, x is transcendental over K. Let S be a maximal

separable extension of K in L containing K(x). Then S is distinguished. If B is a
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/»-basis of K, since x G K(SP) = SP(B), B u {x} is /»-independent in S, i.e., S is

separable over K(x). Thus S/K(x) is separable algebraic and hence x is a

separating transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield.

Now assume d > 1 and let {xu . . . , xd} be relatively /»-independent in L/K.

Then, as above, x, is transcendental over K. Since x¡ is relatively/»-independent in

L/K, any maximal separable extension of K(xt) in L will be a maximal separable

extension of K in L, hence will be distinguished for L/K and hence for L/K(xx).

Thus every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K{x{) is distinguished. By

induction [x2, ■ . ■ , xd) is a separating transcendence basis for a distinguished

subfield of L/K(x{), and hence {xu . . . , xd) is one for L/K.

Theorem 5. If every set of d relatively p-independent elements form a separating

transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield, then L = L*{9) where L*/K is the

irreducible form of L/K and 9 is separable algebraic over L*.

Proof. Let C* be the unique intermediate field such that L/C* is separable and

C*/K is reliable [2, Theorem 2.3, p. 141]. If L ^ C*{LP), choose L D L, D

C*{LP) with [L: L,] = p. Since L, D C*, L, is a form of L/K [4, Theorem 1.2, p.

656]. Thus L, cannot contain a separating transcendence basis for a distinguished

subfield of L/K, else the order of inseparability of L/K would be one more than

that of Lx/K. But since [L: L,] = /», and [L: K(LP)] >pd+\ at least d elements of

L, which are relatively/»-independent over K must remain/»-independent in L. This

contradicts the assumption of the theorem, hence L = C*(LP), i.e. L/C* is

separable algebraic.

Now, if C*/K is not irreducible, then since C* is not separable over any

intermediate field of L/K [9, Theorem 1, p. 523], it has a form L0 over which C* is

purely inseparable and [C*: L0] = p. But now L = C* ®L S where S/L0 is

separable. Since L0 is a form of L/K, S is also a form of L/K and [L: S] = />.

This leads to a contradiction as above.

Proposition 6. Le/ C be a subfield of L/K such that L is separable over C. If

every maximal separable intermediate field of L/ K is distinguished, then the same is

true for C/K.

Proof. Let D be a maximal separable intermediate field of C/K. Since C/D is

purely inseparable bounded exponent and L/C is separable, L = F ®D C for

some intermediate field F of L/D such that F/D is separable [6, Proposition 1, p.

302]. Since L/C is separable, C is a form of L/K and hence if F is distinguished

for L/K, D is for C/K by a degree argument. Hence it suffices to show F is

maximal separable in L/K, i.e. Lp n F C K{FP).

But if bp G F, then o G (Dp~' n C)®D F and hence M G (Cp n £>) &V F"

Q K(DP)(F") = K(FP), so F is maximal separable.

Corollary 7. //■ eT>evy maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is dis-

tinguished, then L is a separable algebraic extension of an irreducible extension.
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II. Exponent one. Throughout this section we assume that the inseparability

exponent of L/K is 1. With this restriction, the necessary condition of Theorem 4

is also sufficient.

Theorem 8. Every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is distinguished if

and only if every set of d relatively p-independent elements is a separating transcen-

dence basis for a distinguished subfield.

Proof. We induct on the order of inseparability of L/K. Assume the order of

inseparability is 1 and every set of d relatively /»-independent elements is a

separating transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield. By Corollary 7, L =

L*(9) and L*/K is irreducible. Let 5 be a maximal separable extension of K in L.

Let ap G S and a G S. Then 5(a) has order of inseparability 1, and hence

contains L*. Thus L/S(a) is separable and purely inseparable and hence L =

S(a). Thus [L: S] = p and S is distinguished.

Now assume the order of inseparability is r > 1 and let S be a maximal

separable intermediate field. Consider S{LP)(B \ b) = L0 where B is a relative

/»-basis for L over S. (Note r > 2 so \B\ > 2.) Then [L: L0] = /». Thus L0 contains

at least d elements which remain /^-independent in L. Hence L0 contains a

separating transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield of L/K and hence

L0/K is not a form of L/K. Since we are in exponent 1, L0 must have one less

element in a relative /»-basis over K, and hence every relative /»-basis for L0/ K

remains relatively/»-independent in L/K. Thus every set of d elements of a relative

/»-basis for L0/K form a separating transcendence basis for a distinguished

intermediate field of L0 (since they do for L), and hence by induction L0 has every

maximal separable intermediate distinguished. Thus S is distinguished for L0 and

since the inseparability of L/K is one more than the inseparability of L0/K, S is

distinguished for L/K.

Lemma 9. Assume every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is dis-

tinguished. If Lx is an intermediate field of L/ K and [L: L,] = /», then every maximal

separable intermediate field of Lx/'K is distinguished.

Proof. Since [L: L,] =/», L/Lx is separable algebraic or purely inseparable. If

L/Lx is separable, Proposition 6 applies. Suppose L/ Lx is purely inseparable. By

Corollary 7, L is separable algebraic over its irreducible form, and L, is not a form

of L/K. Since L/K is of exponent 1, L, has one less element than L in a relative

/»-basis over K. Since [L: Lx] =/», the elements of any relative/»-basis for Lx/K

remain relatively p-independent in L/K. Thus if d is the transcendence degree of

L/K, any set of d relatively /»-independent elements of Lx/K remain /»-indepen-

dent in L, hence are a separating transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield

of L (Theorem 4) which must also be distinguished for £,,. Thus every maximal

separable intermediate field of Lx/'K is distinguished by Theorem 8.

Theorem 10. If Lx is an intermediate field of L/K and every maximal separable

intermediate field of L/K is distinguished, then the same is true for Lx/K.
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Proof. L/Lx is finitely generated so a finite number of applications of Proposi-

tion 6 and Lemma 9 yield the desired result.

III. Examples. We now present some examples to illustrate the results. It should

be noted that there is a class of extensions which have every maximal separable

intermediate field distinguished. For if L/K is any transcendental extension with

order of inseparability 1, let L* be the irreducible form of L/K. If 5 is a maximal

separable extension if K in L* and a G L* \ S with ap G S, then S(a) has order of

inseparability 1, and hence S(a) = L* and S is distinguished. Since all examples in

the literature have their irreducible forms of transcendence degree 1, notably those

in [9] and [10], we present the following example.

Example 11. There exists a field extension of transcendence degree greater than

one which has every maximal separable intermediate field distinguished.

Let P be a perfect field and let [v, x,y, z,w) be algebraically independent

indeterminates over P. Let K = P(v, x,y) and L = K{z, w, zxp ' + wyp ' + vp ').

Then L/K has transcendence degree 2 and exponent 1. Let {¿»,, b2} be relatively

/»-independent in L/K. We need to show {6,, b2) is a separating transcendence

basis for a distinguished subfield, i.e. K(LP) = K(LP )(bp, bP). By a degree argu-

ment, this is true if and only if K{Lp\bp) £ K{Lp\b2) and K(Lpl)(bP)

$ K(Lp2)(bp). Thus suppose K{Lp\bp) Q K(Lp\bp). Then L/K(Lp2)(bP) is

modular with a subbasis bx, b2 and some b3 with exponents 1,1,2 respectively. We

use the method of Sweedler [11, Example 1.1, p. 405] and prove this is impossible

by showing the field of constants of all rank/? higher derivatives on L/K is K(LP).

Let d = {d0, dx, . . . , d } be a rank/» higher derivation on L/K. Then

[dx(zxp-1 + wyp" + vp")]P = dp(z"x + w"y + v) = {dx{z)fx + (dx(w))"y.

Since {\,x,y} is linearly independent over Lp, we have dp(zp) = 0 = dp(wp).

Clearly d¡(zp) = 0 = d^w"), i = 1, . . . ,p - 1. Hence K(LP) is the field of con-

stants as claimed. Thus any 2 relatively /»-independent elements are a separating

transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield, and hence by Theorem 8, L/K

has every maximal separable intermediate field distinguished.

Example 12. We show the converse of Theorem 5 is not true. Let P be a perfect

field and let [w, x,yx,y2, z) be algebraically independent indeterminates over P.

Let K = P(x,yx,y2) and L = K(z, w, x"~z + yf\ xp~'w + yf'). Let L* be the

irreducible form of L/K. If L = L*(LP), then L is separable algebraic over L*, as

desired.

If L 7^= L*(LP), then there is a subfield L, over which L is purely inseparable and

[L: Lx] = p and L, has order of inseparability 2. We show this is impossible. Such

a field Lx is of the form K(Lp)(bx, b2, o3) where {Z»„ b2, b3] is relatively/»-indepen-

dent in L/K. If K(LP) = K(Lp*)(bp, bP, b%), then Lx/K would have order of

inseparability 1, a contradiction. If K(LP) ¥= K{Lpl)(bp, bP, bP), then since [K(LP):

K(Lp1)] = p2, K(Lp2)(bp, bP, bP) Q K(Lp2)(bP) say. But now since [L: K(L"2)] = p6

and is of exponent 2, L/K(LP )(¿>3) is modular with a subbasis bx, b2 and some b4

with exponents 1, 1, 2 respectively. But as in Example 11, the field of constants of
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all rank/» higher derivatives on L/K is K(LP), and we have a contradiction. Thus

L = L*(9) where L*/K is irreducible and 9 is separable algebraic over L*.

However, it is clear that {z, xp z + yp } is not a separating transcendence basis

for a distinguished subfield.

Example 13. We show that the exponent 1 restriction is essential to Theorem 8.

Let P be a perfect field and let {x,y, z) be algebraically independent inde-

terminates over P. Let K = P(x,y) and L = K(z, zxp + yp ). It is straightfor-

ward that L/K(LP) is not modular. Thus if b is //-independent in L/K, bp G

K(LP ), i.e. o is a separating transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield. Thus

every set of 1 relatively /»-independent element is a separating transcendence basis

for a distinguished subfield. However, let S = K((zp + x(zpxp + yp ))). Then

[L: S] = p3 and L/S is not modular. Thus [Sp~' n L: S] =/». Clearly S is

distinguished in K(LP)/K and since [Sp" n K{LP): S] = p, Lp n S = (K(LP)Y

n S C K(SP), i.e. S is a maximal separable extension of K in L. Since [L: S] = p3

and the order of inseparability of L/K is/?2, S is not distinguished.

IV. Restrictions for exponent one. In this section we develop results which force

an extension L/K which has every maximal separable subfield distinguished to

have inseparability exponent 1.

Lemma 14. Suppose the transcendence degree of L over K is one. If Kp "(Z/) n L

= K(LP), then every maximal separable intermediate field is either distinguished or

contained in K(LP).

Proof. Let D be maximal separable and let x be a separating transcendence

basis for D/K. If x G K(L"), then since D is separable over K(x), D Q K{LP). If

x G K(LP), then x G K"\Lp). Thus xp" G K(LP"+') and the separable algebraic

closure of K(x), i.e. D, is a distinguished subfield.

Proposition 15. Suppose the transcendence degree of L over K is 1 and every

maximal separable intermediate field is distinguished. Then :

(1) every maximal separable intermediate field of K(LP')/K is distinguished or

contained in K(LP'   );

(2) every maximal separable intermediate field of K(LP    ) is distinguished.

Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 14. For (2), if D is distinguished

for K{LP" )/K, K(DP) = K(LP"), and hence a maximal separable extension of K

in K{LP"   ) cannot be contained in K{LP").

L is a finite dimensional purely inseparable extension of K(LP"). We let Lm

denote the unique minimal purely inseparable extension of L such that Lm/K(LP")

is modular [11, Theorem 6, p. 408]. Note that Lm/K(LP") is also of exponent n.

Theorem 16. Suppose every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is

distinguished. Then Kp    <J  Lm if and only if inex(L/Ar) = 1.

Proof. Suppose Kp '' f£ Lm and inex(L/AT) = n > 2 Let X be a set of d - 1

relatively/»-independent elements of L/K. Then X is part of a separating transcen-

dence basis for a distinguished subfield by Theorem 4. Also, since X is relatively
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/»-independent, any maximal separable subfield for L/K(X) is one for L/K and

hence every maximal separable subfield of L/K(X) is distinguished. Now A' is a

subbasis of K(LP")(X)/K(LP") and since every element of X has maximal expo-

nent, X is part of a subbasis of Lm/K(LP"). Thus Lm/K(LP"){X) is modular.

Let k G K \ Lpm, z G L \ K{L"){X), and w G L \ K(LP)(X, z) such that w has

exponent n over K{LP"){X, z). Such a w exists because K(LP")(X, z) is dis-

tinguished and inex(L//¡0 = n. Set Z> = K{Lp"){X){zp + kw"). Since Z> Q

K(LP)(X), D is not distinguished in L/K(X). We show D is maximal separable in

L/K(X) and hence have a contradiction to n > 2.

Clearly D/K(X) is separable and L/Z) is purely inseparable. Thus it suffices to

show L" n D ç AÏA'XZ)') [3, Lemma 1.2, p. 46]. We first calculate AT^XD').

D / K(LP")(X) has exponent « — 1 since A" u {z, w) is part of a subbasis of

Lm/K(LP") and each element is of exponent n. Thus z'" + kp" wp" G

ÄYLOW, so zp"" + ^""V"' is in a relative /»-basis of ATL'""')(*")/#(*").

Since every maximal separable subfield of L/K(X) is distinguished, the same is

true for K{LP"~\X)/ K(X) by Lemma 14. Thus zp"~' + kp"'2wp"~' is a separating

transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield of K(LP" )(X)/K(X). Therefore

zp" + kp"~wp" G K(LP"*)(X) and hence K(X)(DP) = K(Lp")(X)(zp2 + k"wp\

Now suppose L'nflí ÂT(Àr)(Z)/'), i.e. there exists c G L such that c' G

Z) \ ATAXD*). Then D = AT(Lp")(A')(c/') and c must have exponent « over

K(LP")(X). Thus A" u {c} is part of a subbasis of Lm/K(Lp") and hence L„,/Z> is

modular. But, using the same methods as in Example 11, if Lm/D is modular, zp

and wp are in D and [D: K(LP")(X)] >/?""', a contradiction.

Conversely, if inex(L/K) = 1, Lm = L and Proposition 3 shows Kp    (£ L.

Corollary 17. Suppose every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is

distinguished. If any of the conditions below hold, then inex(L/ÄT) < 1;

(a) L/K{LP") is modular;
(b)[L:K(L»)]=pd+i;

(c) [K: Kp] = pe where e = 0, 1, 2, or oo.

Proof. If L/K is separable, the result is trivial. Thus assume L/K is inseparable.

By Proposition 3, K"'' n L = K. If L/K(LP") is modular, Z. = Lm and /if"' $Lm.

By Theorem 16, inex(L//Q = 1. If [L: *(//)] = pd+\ then it follows that

L/K(LP") is modular [1, Theorem 22, p. 1308]. If [K: Kp] < 2, L/K(LP") is

modular [1, Corollary 2.3, p. 1308]. If [K: Kp]= oo, since [Lm: L] < oo, Kp~' $Lm.
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